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relates to the production of
spring steel. More specifically,
it relates to the production of

spring steel that is not low
carbon steel, that is not

carbonized spring steel and
that is not chromium-nickel

spring steel. Carbonized spring
steel is well known in the
industry for its excellent

resistance to corrosion and its
ability to be cold formed to a

shape that is suitable for use in
many applications. It consists
essentially of a coarse-grained

ferrite matrix and carbides
distributed therein that impart
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corrosion resistance to the
steel. There are two major
components of carbonized

spring steel: martensite and
ferrite. Martensite is a

microstructural variant of the
austenite crystal structure (a

form of steel) in which the iron
atoms are arranged so that the
d-electrons point in the same

direction. Carbides are
produced during the heating

and cooling of the metal which
are able to stabilize the
austenite. Ferrite is an

important microstructural
component in carbonized
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spring steel that has a fine-
grained structure, a hardness

of about 62 to 65 Rockwell, and
a low conductivity. The
chemical composition of
carbonized spring steel is

typically: C=0.01 to 0.20%,
Si=0.2 to 1.0%, Mn=1.0 to

1.6%, P=0.01 to 0.2%, S=0.1
to 0.2%, and Al=0.15 to 0.35%.

Carbonized spring steel is
usually tempered to increase
strength and to improve the
ductility. Known tempering

processes include atmospheric
heat treatments and vacuum
heat treatments. The usual
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atmospheric tempering method
is a two stage process

consisting of quenching and an
aging stage. Quenching occurs

in air at room temperature.
Aging occurs at a temperature
in the range of 60 to 400° C. or

higher at a controlled
temperature of between 500

and 800° C. Carbonized spring
steel can be used to produce

springs (bar springs, plate
springs, aircraft landing gear
wheels, automobile springs,
etc.) and can also be used to

fabricate tool steels. It is
believed that the earliest
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carbonized spring steel was
developed during the latter

part of World War II to prevent
aircraft landing gear wheels
from seizing and breaking

when exposed to anti-seizing
agents. Carbonized spring steel

is also used to produce
automotive springs that

typically require high strength
and good ductility. 5ec8ef588b
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